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Preamble
History of Technology would be as interesting
and useful as the history of any other
component of Culture – but it is not. First
because it is not investigated as seriously as it
should be, and second (curiously enough)
because Technology is not always recognized
as such a worthy component of Culture… Is
that much the ingratitude of our cocitizens
versus Technology or the one-sideness of our
Historians? May be…
However, this is not the case with the Council
of ITA, which has demonstrated a vivid interest
in the History of the grate tunnel-Engineer
Eupalinos, in that remote European Island of
SAMOS around the 6th cent. BCE; and we
should be grateful to our Association for this.

Fig. 1 Prometheus liberated: A representation
related to the lost tragedy of Aeschylus.

If we refer to a fundamental chapter of the
European
Mythology,
i.e.
the
greek
Promethean Myth (Plato, “Protagoras”, 321c 321d), (Fig. 1), it appears that our ancestors
had a completely different opinion on the
matter of Technology. They believed that it is
precisely thanks to Technology (donated by
God to humans) that people gathered in Cities
and started Civilization.
Moreover, in the Pantheon of ancient gods,
Efaistos (the roman Vulcan) – god of
Technology – had an eminent place.
Mycenaean large Projects
Consequently, it comes as no surprise that the
first known greek population, the Mycenaeans
(Acheans), have demonstrated remarkable
technological achievements, around the middle
of the 2nd millennium BCE – especially in Civil
Engineering, such as river deviations, drainage
of lakes, 15 m large-span domes (Fig. 2), etc.

Fig. 2 The tomb of Agamemnon (Mycenae,
13th cent. BCE).
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I will limit myself here in mentioning only two of
the larger Mycenaean land-reclamation works,
both constructed around the year of 1300
BCE.
a) A torrent deviation (still in operation today)
was constructed in order to protect the city
of Tiryns from very destructive floods (Fig.
3) which were archaeologically identified
some years ago. A masonry (clay infilled)
dam was erected across the deep river-bed
of Tiryns-torrent, approx. 10,0 m high and
70,0 m long at its crest (Fig. 4).
A 1500,0 m long channel was dug in order
to convey the torrent’s waters to the
riverbed of another torrent (actually called
“Agios Adrianos” torrent), 3,0 km far from
the Mycenaean city of Tiryns. The dam is
kept in very good condition after almost 3
½ millennia (Fig. 5, Fig. 6).
b) The Kopaïs drainage scheme, a giant
technical achievement (14th and 13th cent.
BCE), should also be briefly mentioned
now.
– By means of a 1 km long dam, the
waters of Melas river are collected in
an artificial lake (12 sq. km), Fig. 7.
– The waters of the Boeotian Kēphissos
river are deviated by means of an
impressive channel 25 km long, shaped
by means of large embankments
(covered with masonry), Fig. 8, 9. This
channel conveys waters along the
north bank of the valley – in direct
contact with the karstic limestone of the
mountain, up to the east end of the
valley. The channel had a width of 40,0
m. and a depth of 2,50 m; it was
navigable and served efficiently the
transportations between the capital city
of Orchomenos and the very fertile
reclaimed lands (Fig. 10). This large
channel ends up in a large watercontainment area surrounded by a local
system of cesspits (Fig. 11).
The cultivated central area of the
reclaimed land extends in 140 sq. km.
.

Fig. 3 The Tiryns area before the deviation of
the Tiryns torrent (Knauss, 2002).

Fig. 4 The Tiryns area after the construction
of the dam and the deviated river bed (red
colour) of the Tiryns torrent towards the “Ag.
Adrianos” river (Knauss, 2002).
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Fig. 5. The Tiryns dam (Knauss, 2002).

Fig. 9. Masonry cover of the embankment
[Author].
Fig. 6. The Tiryns dam (a closer view of the
lower part), Knauss, 2002.

Fig. 10. The mycenean land reclamation works
in Kopaïs lake (13th cent. BCE), according to
Iakovidēs, 1970.
Fig. 7. The mycenean land reclamation works
in Kopaïs lake (13th cent.BCE). Knauss, 2002.

Fig. 8. Remnants of a lateral embankment
shaping one side of the channel collecting
river-waters at Kopaïs [Author]

Fig. 11. The largest chess pit receiving flood
waters [Author].
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Water supply works after the 6th cent. BCE
Every Greek city had its own long distance
underground aqueduct; the continuously
inimical relationships between the cities, did
not allow any thought for an open air aqueduct.
Besides, deep galleries (Fig. 12) offered the
advantage of avoiding costly adjustments to
geomorphology, such as bridges and siphons.
Through-the-mountain tunnels were also
avoided.
Fig. 13. Layout of the Eupalinos tunnel Samos
(ca. 550 BCE).

Fig. 12 Typical water supply galleries of Greek
cities (Peisistratian aqueduct, 6th cent. BCE),
[M. Korres].
One of the most emblematic exceptions of this
rule was the Eupalinos tunnel in the island of
Samos. For the water supply of the 15 000
inhabitants of the city of Samos, huge amounts
of a large spring northwest of the city, behind
the mountain, would be needed. This was
done by means of a 1 km long tunnel (approx.
2 x 2 m in section), almost 200 m under the
mountain crest (Fig. 13). The digging of the
tunnel started simultaneously from the two
ends (“amphistomon orygma” according to
Herodotus). All available survey instruments
were to be used (“dioptra” and “chronobates”)
in order to obtain linearity and horizontality
(Fig. 14). At one point, in the north branch of
the tunnel, slopping unstable layers were
encountered; the walls of the tunnel partly
collapsed. The tunnel therefore had to change
course and turn “against” these layers, the way
the captain of a ship turns against the waves.
Since the tunnel deviates from the straight line,
loses the advantage of geometrical simplicity.
But Eupalinos, thanks to the knowledge of

Fig. 14. Typical cross section of the Eupalinos
tunnel
theoretical Geometry, is able to “calculate” the
position of the front, and to know how to move
in order to meet the other front of the south
branch that was already dug. And this was
succeded indeed.
Further details of the tracing of the tunnel and
the happy encounter of the north branch with
the oblique “tail”, purposely left at the end of
the south branch, are shown in the animation
film that follows.
However, the question should be examined at
this point “why the Samians did not apply the
normal hellenic technique of a deep and
narrow gallery” going around the crest of the
mountain – a much more simple and cheep
solution. The usual answer given to this
question is of a psychological-political nature:
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Since Samos, according to Herodotus, was the
most important Greek city at that time,
Samians may have wished to demonstrate to
the world their wealth and their sophistication
by
means
of
such
an
exceptional
achievement…
Normal procedures of Construction
Contracts in democratic Greek Cities

After the assignment of important works to a
Contractor, one or more Guarantors were
needed; their names and affiliation were
mentioned in the Resolution of the Parliament
of the city.

-

As opposed to the royal or tyrannic regimes,
spending the public money was obviously
under the authority of the Parliament of a
democratic City.
The only phase of the entire procedure of
public works for which written evidence is
missing is the award of the Design. However,
some design details were presented to the
Parliament
together
with
Technical
Specifications during the discussion for the
approval of the project.
This is for instance the case of the design of
the “Arsenal-building at Piraeus” (347 BCE):
On the relevant design document (stēlē EM
12538, Epigraphic Museum of Athens), all
dimensions were so precise that archeologists
were able to prepare detailed drawings of the
building (Fig. 15, Fig. 16).

Fig. 15 Architectural details of the Arsenal
building of Piraeus, drawn a posteriori, on the
basis of the detailed carved Specifications.

Specifications were publicised: they were
carved on stone and were exhibited in public
areas as official texts, valid for the “Call for
bids”. Such Specifications contained a)
quantitative descriptions of the works to be
executed, as well as b) details regarding the
origin and the manufacturing of the materials
to be used.
Specialized technicians and Contractors
coming from abroad to demonstrate their skills
or just to bid, were entitled to receive their
travel expenses, independently of the final
result of the competition…

Fig. 16 The entire Arsenal-building drawn on
the basis of the carved Specifications.
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Supervision and Management of works were
separately carried out. In the case of large and
long-lasting works, a Committee of Managers
(“Εγδοτήρες”) was assigned as job-directors,
having several responsibilities:
– Locating and purchasing materials
– Agreement with several technicians and
contractors
– Collecting the penalties imposed to some
contractors or suppliers.
Purely technical supervision was performed by
the Engineer (Αρχιτέκτων) and his staff. In
most cases the Engineer was the designer
himself; besides, he was frequently supposed
to explain to Contractors several technical
details of his project. In some cases a
supervisor («επιστάτης») was constantly
present during the relevant technical activity.
Carved on stēlēs evidence shows that
disproportionately high amounts of penalties
were imposed to contractors (a rather severe
business ethics…).
But, on the other hand, generous advancedpayments were received by the Contractors.
Regarding the normal payments during the
construction, a Representative of the
Parliament was supervising the transactions;
every month, a different Representative was
appointed and his name was clearly mentioned
on the Accounts.

Fig. 17 Cross section of the sewage channel at
Amphiaraeion
Finally, a detailed system of accounting was
devised. A continuous control of finances was
carried out by a person named Απόλογος or
Λογιστής, who was appointed by the
Parliament and for only a period of one month.
It is impressive that every payment made by
the Managing Committee was carved on
“stone archives”, publicly exhibited for ever,
during and after the construction period (Fig.
18). And this is also an indication of the “ethos”
of public works management in Ancient
Greece.

The Managers’ Committee carried out all
payments and received the fines imposed to
suppliers or contractors.
The amount of payments was based on wellknown unit prices of materials and wages, kept
practically constant for very long periods.
Normal technicians were receiving approx. 1
drachma per day. On the other hand,
prescribed contractor-works were paid as
written in the contract (e.g. 6 drachmas per 4
foot length of the sewage channel at
Amphiaraeion), (Fig. 17).

Fig. 18 Layout of carved Accounts displayed
on the walls of Erechtheion (Acropolis,
Athens), regarding its repair works after a
destructive fire.
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Build – Operate - and Transfer Projects
It can be maintained that socioeconomic
conditions, within a convenient political
environment, may encourage the use of
capitalistic schemes in the field of very large
public works.
In the case of the democratic City of Eretria
(on the peninsula of Euboia), the project of
drainage of the large but shallow lake of
Ptekhae,
was
extremely
costly
and
complicated for the City to be conceived and
executed by the State. Thus, a self-financed
and highly experienced Contractor was sought,
to construct the facility, operate it for a period
of time receiving all revenues himself, and
transfer it to the Owner in fully operational
condition.
The first full contract of such a B.O.T.
construction-scheme in History, seems to be
the text carved on the stēlē EM 11553 of the
Epigraphic Museum of Athens, Greece, (Fig.
19).

from Megara, a city famous for its great
Engineers). But he is not acting alone in
the present case:
The financial and
technical importance of this facility
necessitated a larger joint-venture. Thus,
Hairephanēs acts as a representative of
several partners (line 31 of the contract)
or collaborators (line 39); this is another
remarkable
innovation
in
civil
engineering businesses in ancient
Greece.
On the other hand, the other Covenanter
is the city-state of Eretria (as a matter of
fact, a larger area including around 50
villages).
c) The contract was initially dated around
the year 500BCE (when the Athenians
liberated Eretria from the regime of
tyranny); however, actual views refer the
event to the middle of the 4th cent. BCE,
just after a similar intervention in the lake
of Kopaïs (Strabo, IX, 2,18).

(i) Where, when and who
a) The name of the lake ("Ptekhae") is not
used in Eretria region today. Thus, the
precise location of the land reclamation
is not known. However, the two
candidate locations are at about 6 to 8
km distance, east/south-east of the
historic town of Eretria. Both are valleys
at a level + 100 m, covered by clay
formations with underlying inclined
alternated layers of marbles and schists.
The second candidate location coincides
with the actual marshy area of Dystos,
periodically flooded, even in our days1.
b) The Contractor of this remarkable public
work is Hairephanēs (probably originated
1

Another argument in favour of Dystos is its large
dimensions: The conditions of the Ptekhae contract insinuate a remarkably large and fertile
area, matching the large costs and long
schedules provided in the contract.

Fig. 19 The stēle where part of the BOT
contract (drainage of the Ptekhai lake) is
engraved (Epigraphic Museum of Athens)
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(ii) The general conditions (Tassios, 1997) 2
The contract contains rather detailed
financial, taxation and legal provisions, as
follows:
- All expenses are paid by the contractor
(lines 2, 20).
- Time schedule: 4 years (lines 6-9),
extended in case of war (lines 13-15).
- Exemption of taxes is granted regarding
imported materials (lines 3, 4).
- Expropriations were allowed, but as
distantly as possible from cultivated
fields.
- Hairephanēs and his staff were granted
immunity from the local law.
- Remuneration in kind was provided; the
contractor was granted the exclusive
right to cultivate and retain the products
of the reclaimed land for 10 years; an
extension period was also provided in
the event of war (line 17). Nevertheless,
a lamp sum of 30 talents was agreed to
be paid to the city.
- In case of death of Hairephanēs, his
collaborators and heirs were obligated to
continue the works (line 28).
- The contractor was obliged to appoint six
Eretria-citizens as guarantors; their
names appear at the addendum of the
contract (line 40), containing the final
enactment voted by the eretrian
Parliament and the Assembly.
- In compensation, extreme sanctions
were voted by the Eretrians to be applied
against anyone attempting to cancel the
execution of the contract (line 30).
- Moreover, the contract was "signed" by
as many as 130 land owners, citizens of
Eretria; all of them (their names appear
on the back side of the stēle) had taken
oath to respect the agreement.

2

Tassios T.P.: “The drainage of the Ptekhae lake”
st
1 Int. Conf. on Ancient Greek Technology,
Thessalonikē, 1997.

(iii) The technical provisions
Unfortunately, half of the contract is lost.
However, an overview of the several
clauses of the preserved text allow for the
following technical description of the works
(Karapa, 2002):
a) Drainage ditches and irrigation channels
(ποταμοί) were described (line 22).
b) Underground drains (φρεατίαι) were also
mentioned (line 18).
c) All drains were leading to a central
drainage tunnel (υπόνομος), (lines 18,
23, 25, 27).
d) For irrigation purposes, a reservoir
(δεξαμενή) was provided – not larger
than four hundred meters (lines 22 to
27).
e) Appropriate sluices (δρύφακτοι) were
provided (line 24) for the water
distribution, to and from the reservoir.
f) The maintenance (επισκευή) of all parts
of the facility was clearly imposed (line
23) to the contractor, for 10 years.
g) Environmental provision: Trenches and
channels should be located outside
cultivated lands (lines 20, 21).
(iv) Discussion (Fig. 20)
a) For the most probable location of
Ptekhae (the actual marsh of Dystos),
there would be a technical possibility to
effectuate a drainage to the sea,
following the actual torrent "Megalo
Rema" ; however, this would necessitate
deep ditches, five kilometers long
through hard and extremely variable rock
formations. Alternatively, for half a
length, surface marble and cipolin
formations encountered would possibly
contain large carsts, able to receive large
water discharges (Fig. 21).
In
any
event,
these
technical
uncertainties
should
have
rather
discouraged Hairephanēs to undertake
the enormous economic risk of such a
huge contract, especially since he was
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the high degree of tectonic ruptures of
the region, are indeed favorable for such
a hypothesis.
Unfortunately, there are no further
historic data on the outcome of this
project.
b) Nevertheless, the technical and juristic
information contained in the "Ptekhae"
stēlē, confirm the admiration of Moore
and Lewis (1999) for "this first truly
entrepreneurial business culture [...], an
economic system distantly related to the
Anglo-American
consumer
and
shareholder capitalism of our day" (in
Zenakis et al. , 2003)3 – so they said…

Fig. 20 The most probable location of the
ancient Ptekhae lake is the actual lake of
Dhystos (from a Neotectonic map of Euboia)
also obliged to pay a lampsum,
independently of the results. That is why
another hypothesis may be formulated: It
cannot be excluded that our Engineer
had a better knowledge of the location
and the importance of local cesspools,
which periodically allowed for a quasispontaneous drainage. Cleaning the
accumulated clay layers around those
areas (Fig. 22), and enlarging
and
protecting the mouths of these
cesspools, might had assured permanent
draining
conditions.
This
working
hypothesis is supported by the example
of Kratēs (a famous Engineer of
Alexander
the
Great)
who
had
undertaken a similar job at the Kopaïs
lake, only some years ago (Strabo,
op.cit.). The geological cross-section
through the Dystos area shows steep
marble formations, frequently with schist
intercalations. These data combined with

3

Zenakis S.,. Theofanides S., Kontaratos A.,
Tassios T.P.: “Ancient Greek practices and
contributions in public and entrepreneurship
decision making”, Interfaces, USA, Vol. 33, Oct.Dec. 2003.
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Fig. 21 Geological cross section through the lake of Dhystos

Fig. 22 Draft Geological Section. Geological details at the bottom of the lake
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